The demonstration of a color display metasurface on a 12-inch silicon wafer with critical dimension (CD) below 100 nm by complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible technology is reported for the first time. The 193 nm ArF deep UV immersion lithography is leveraged instead of electron beam lithography (EBL) to pattern the metasurface, which greatly improves the efficiency while keeping a high resolution. The demonstrated metasurface successfully generates the resonant modes and reflects the lights at resonance wavelengths, giving its display in red, green, and blue (RGB) colors. The waferlevel uniformities of CD and reflection characteristic of the metasurface are measured and analyzed. The experimental data show that they are well controlled in the fabrication process. The work provides a promising route towards mass production of dielectric metasurfaces. Yen, and D. P. Tsai, "Fabrication of multilayer metamaterials by femtosecond laser-induced forward-transfer technique," Laser Photonics Rev. 6(5), 702-707 (2012). 25. C.
Introduction
Metasurfaces, consisting of sub-wavelength structure arrays with single-layer or multi-layer stacks, have recently attracted enormous attention as a promising platform for the development of flat optics [1, 2] . The sub-wavelength structures which compose metasurfaces enable the precise engineering of the light wavefront. Through tailoring the amplitude, phase and polarization of the light, metasurfaces can realize the functions as the conventional optical components made in the bulk form, while provide the advantages of miniaturized size, decreased weight, and complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) -compatible fabrication process. Both metal [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and dielectric materials [11] [12] [13] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] were used to form the metasurfaces. The dielectric materials based metasurfaces outperform due to the ease for process integration and the higher transmission efficiency. Remarkable progresses have been made in demonstration of flat optic components by dielectric metasurfaces, including focusing metalens [3, 4, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] , collimator [8] , wave plate [9, 20] , polarization generator [21] , planar cavity [22] and so on. However, most of the works were based on the electron beam lithography (EBL) for metasurface patterning, which is not suitable for mass manufacturing. Other fabrication techniques for metasurfaces have been discussed or utilized in [23] [24] [25] . Among these techniques, only nano-imprint has the merit of mass production as the traditional photolithography, but it is challenge to make the high resolution mold and remove the residual imprint layer clearly. Recently, She et al. reported a metalens fabricated by 4-inch stepper lithography [26] , but only with a relatively large critical dimension (CD) of several hundreds of nanometers, which limits its application only at infrared range. For applications at shorter wavelengths, e.g. visible light, metasurfaces with sub-hundred nanometer CD is required. Thus, the highly efficient and precise lithography should be utilized for mass production of metasurfaces.
In this paper, we first report the implementation of amorphous silicon (a-Si) metasurface on a 12-inch wafer by 193 nm ArF deep UV (DUV) immersion lithography and ICP etching, to demonstrate the feasibility of mass production for dielectric metasurfaces. A metasurface, consisting of cylindrical a-Si pillars with CD below 100 nm, is designed to realize the display of red, green and blue (RGB) colors. The dimensions of a-Si pillars are determined by 3D Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulation. The reflectance spectra of the metasurface are measured and analyzed. In addition, the variations of CD and device performance over the entire wafer are characterized and discussed. Fig. 1(d) show the optical fields of resonant modes at wavelength of 577 nm for pillar diameter of 120 nm.
Device design and simulation
The schematic structure of the designed metasurface working at visible light is shown in Fig.  1(a) . It is built up by sub-wavelength cylindrical a-Si pillars. The 70 nm-thick silicon nitride (SiN) layer between the metasurface and Si substrate serves as the bottom cladding with low refractive index. The pillar diameter, height and period are denoted as D, H and P, respectively. If a visible light irradiates on the metasurface perpendicularly, localized resonances is generated, resulting in the reflection of light at the resonance wavelengths. The color corresponding to the reflected wavelengths is displayed by the metasurface [27] . In order to display RGB colors, the 3D FDTD simulation is employed to find appropriate values of D, H and P. The wavelength of reflectance peak (λ R ) as a function of D is simulated and shown in Fig. 1(b) . As seen, λ R is red-shift with the increasing of pillar diameter. The values of D are chosen as 170 nm and 120 nm with period of 300 nm and 250 nm, to obtain the λ R at 668 nm (for red color) and 577 nm (for green color), respectively. In the simulation, λ R in the blue light wavelengths is not found, thus it is not plotted in Fig. 1(b) . However, weak reflection in blue light range can still be utilized to display the blue color. Hence the reflectance of the metasurface is simulated to determine D for blue display. As seen in Fig.  1(c) , the reflectance at wavelength of 420 nm is around 20% with D = 50 nm, and it decreases to ~8% when D is equal or larger than 70 nm. Considering our lithography capability (D ≥ 60 nm) and leaving some room for tolerance, 70 nm of D is adopted for the pillars to display blue color. Figure 1(d) shows the simulated reflectance spectra when the pillar diameters are set as 170 nm, 120 nm and 70 nm with period of 300 nm, 250 nm and 200 nm, respectively. The optical fields of resonant modes at the wavelength of 577 nm (D = 120 nm, P = 250 nm) are shown in the insets of Fig. 1(d) . One can see that the electric and magnetic fields are strongly confined within the a-Si pillar, which leads to the reflection of green light. In the simulation of Figs. 1(b)-1(d) , pillar height is set as 130 nm. Through the adjusting of the period of pillar array, the reflection efficiency can be improved. The device fabrication started with a 12-inch Si wafer. A 70 nm-thick SiN layer and a 130 nm-thick a-Si layer were deposited successively on the Si substrate using the plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) method. The designed metasurface was then patterned by immersion lithography, followed by the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. The Nikon immersion scanner with resolution down to 40 nm was used to guarantee that our design can be well patterned. After photoresist was removed, wet clean processes were used to remove the polymer generated in the a-Si etch process. Figure 2 (a) is a picture of the 12-inch wafer we fabricated, consisting of repeated dies with the size of 33 mm × 26 mm for each die. Three pillar arrays were designed to form the logo "IME" at right bottom of each die. Figure 2(b) is a zoomed-in picture showing the bottom part of a die which includes the logo "IME". As can be seen directly by eyes, the three letters "I", "M" and "E" exhibit the red, green and blue color, respectively. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the pillar array building the three letters are shown in Figs. 2(c)-2(e) . The pillar diameters in the three letters are around 166nm, 120 nm and 65 nm, respectively, which are in good agreement with the designed values. The display of RGB colors indicates that the lights with wavelengths corresponding to the three colors are resonant and reflected by the metasurface. In order to quantitatively analyze the performance of the metasurface, the reflectance spectra are measured. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The white light is launched into the optical system and focused on the sample by the objective lens (10 × objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.25). The reflected light from the sample is collected by the objective lens and sent to the spectrometer. The spectrum of light reflected by a mirror is measured as the reference for normalization. The measured reflectance spectra of "I", "M" and "E" are shown in Figs. 3(b)-3(d) , respectively. As seen from Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the letter "I" and "M" have the reflectance peak at wavelength of 675 nm and 570 nm, which contributes to the display of the red and green colors, respectively. Although there is no reflectance peak for letter "E" (Fig. 3(d) ), the reflectance around 420 nm still gives rise to the blue color. The reflectance peaks of "I" and "M" slightly drift from the simulated values of 668 nm and 577 nm shown in Fig. 1(d) . This may be caused by the refractive index of a-Si used in the simulation has difference with that of the fabricated a-Si. Besides, the fabrication error of a-Si pillar diameters also induces the reflectance peak shift from the designed value. One can also see the discrepancy of reflectance of "M" between the simulation and experimental results. It may be attributed to that the absorption coefficient of the fabricated a-Si is larger than the one used in simulation. And the small pillar diameter of "M" may have more defects in the fabricated sample and consequently results in the lower reflectance of the experiment result. Since variations in the diameter of a-Si pillars deteriorates the performance of the metasurface, control of CD in the lithography and etching process is quite important. Table 1 shows the wafer-level map of the pillar diameters after lithography. As can be seen, the lithography has a good uniformity over the entire wafer in terms of the range (max -min) and 3Sigma values, which indicates that 193nm ArF immersion lithography is suitable for use in the mass production of nanostructure metasurfaces. For further analysis, final CD (after etch) and λ R of a-Si pillars from 12 dies along the horizontal and vertical midcourt line of the wafer with the step of one die are measured and shown in Fig. 4 . As λ R of pillars for blue color is not located in the visible range as mentioned above, only that of red color and green color pillars are plotted. The CD of pillars for the red color ranges from 157 nm to 173 nm, with the corresponding λ R ranging from 652 nm to 677 nm. The maximum variation in CD is ~7.65% referring to the designed value of 170 nm. The linearly fitting is used to analyze the relationship between λ R and pillar diameter. As seen in Fig. 4 , the changing slope of λ R vs. D of pillars for the red color is around 1.3, close to the value of 1.4 calculated from the simulation results in Fig. 1(b) . Similarly, the slope of pillars for the green color is 2.31, which is also with good agreement to the simulation value of 2.4 extracted from Fig. 1(b) . The maximum variation in CD from the designed value of 120 nm is ~5.83%. The variations in CD are caused by the increase of etching rate from wafer center to edge area. The uniformity can be improved by optimizing the etching process. In fact, silicon is lossy in the visible region. Other dielectric materials with low absorption loss at visible range, like silicon nitride, titanium dioxide and aluminum nitride, are considered to demonstrate metasurfaces on 12 inch wafers in our future works.
Fabrication and characterization

Results and Discussion
Conclusion
The a-Si metasurface for color display of RGB was demonstrated on a 12-inch wafer through the use of 193 nm ArF DUV immersion lithography and ICP etching process. The metasurface resonances at wavelength of 675 nm, 570 nm and 420 nm are experimentally observed in the reflectance spectra, resulting in the color display of letters "I", "M" and "E" in red, green and blue, respectively. The uniformities of CD and spectral characteristics of 12 dies along the horizontal and vertical midcourt line of the wafer are analyzed. The data show that the maximum variation in CD is well controlled below ~7.65%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use CMOS technology for the fabrication of a dielectric metasurface on a 12-inch wafer with small CD as sub-hundred nanometer. It is a promising route to the mass production of dielectric metasurfaces for practical applications in flat optics.
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